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1.

INTRODUCTION

spheric mean wind shear (U) [see Weisman and Klemp,
1982]are the three wind parameters with which the relationMeteorologistshave longknownthat bothpotentialbuoy- ship with instability is examined. The wind parameters are
ant energy and the strength and vertical profile of the defined and the method of calculation is discussed in part 1
troposphericwind fields are important in the processof [Davies and Johns, this volume]. The primary instability
tornado development[e.g., Miller, 1972]. Further, opera- parameter examined in this study is CAPE. Surface parcel
tional experience suggeststhat the combinations of wind lifted index (SPLI) values based on lifted surface parcel
parameters and instability parameters vary considerably temperatures [Hales and Doswell, 1982; Bothwell, 1988] are
from one tornado situation to another. Numerical models
also examined since the SPLI is widely utilized operationsuggestthat the type of storm that develops in a given ally.
situation (e.g., an isolated supercell) is related to both the
2.
DETERMINATION OF BUOYANT ENERGY PARAMETER
vertical wind profile and the potentialbuoyantenergyof the
VALUES
air in the updraft entrainmentlayer [Weismanand Klemp,
1982, 1986]. Observational studies by Rasmussen and
Wilhelmson [ 1983] and Leftwich and Wu [1988] have exam- 2.1. Calculation of CAPE

inedthe wind shear/potentialbuoyant energyrelationshipin
association with tornado development. These studies involved limited

data sets and were concerned

with the wind

Values of potential buoyant energy for soundingsutilized
in this study have been determined by an algorithm described by Doswell et al. [1982]. The values are essentially
equivalentto CAPE with the lifted layer being the lowest !00
mbar AGL. To make representative estimates of CAPE in
the vicinity of events consideredfor inclusion in the data set,
these guidelineswere followed:

shear in a relatively deep layer of the troposphere(0- 4-km
above ground level (AGL)). Recently, interest has focused
on the nature of the wind fields in shallower layers of the
lower troposphere,layers that more nearly correspondto the
updraft entrainment region [Davies, 1989; Davies-Jones et
1. If a tornadocaseoccurredwithin1•_hoursof the
al., 1990]. Utilizing a large comprehensivedata set, Johnset sounding time, within 40 nautical miles (74 kin) of the
al. [1990] (hereafter referred to as JDL) examined the soundingsite, and in the same air mass as the soundingsite,
relationshipbetween 0- 2-km AGL "positive" wind shear the CAPE value from the soundingwas used directly.
2. For tornado cases not satisfying the conditions in
(PWS) and convective available potential energy (CAPE)
[Moncrieff and Green, 1972]in associationwith strongand guideline 1, the thermodynamic profiles of the surrounding
violent tornado development. In this paper (part 2) the soundingswere examined. Interpolation of a CAPE value for
authors review

the initial work of JDL

and examine

addi-

both the time and location

of the tornado

event from the

tionalwind andpotentialbuoyantenergyparameterrelation- CAPE values computed for the regularly scheduled soundings was attempted only if (1) the horizontal temperature
shipsassociatedwith the data set compiled by JDL.
Positive wind shear (PWS), helicity, and deep tropo- gradientsat the standard levels above the boundary layer
appeared to be relatively weak and (2) surface data and the

1Alsoat Davies,Incorporated,
Pratt,Kansas
67124.
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temperatureand moisturestratificationin the boundaryla-yer
of the soundingsindicated that any instability maximum
(center or axis) associatedwith the case was adequately
sampled by at least two nearby stations.
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placeof eventoccurrence
was obtainedby interpolation
from radiosonde constant level data.

CASES

3. By usinga skew-Tdiagramthe surfacevaluesfor each
event were combined to produce a measurement of the

OF CASES

pseudo-adiabat
whichthe surfaceparcelwouldfollow if
lifted to saturation. The difference between the temperature
at which this adiabat crosses 500 mbar and the environmen-

tal 500-mbartemperatureis the SPLI value.
3.

RESULTS

3.1. Potential Buoyant Energy Distribution

Figure 1 illustratesthat the strongand violent tornadoes

VALUES

IN

are associated with an extremely wide range of CAPE
values. Values in the JDL data set range from 200 to 5300 J

HUNDREDS

Fig. 1. Distribution of the convective available potential energy
(CAPE) values associatedwith the 242 strong and violent tornado
cases in the data set. Number above each bar is the number of cases

in that particular range of CAPE values.

3. For most tornado casesnot satisfyingguideline 1 or 2,
proximity soundingswere constructed by using proximity
surfacedata representativeof the inflow air and interpolating
(for time and/or location) from the surrounding soundings
both the boundary layer thermodynamic profiles and the
standard level data above the boundary layer. The CAPE
values for these tornado

cases were derived

from the con-

structed soundings. Soundings were constructed for three
fourths (181 cases) of the cases utilized in the data set.
4. In a few instances, missing data or ditficulties in

interpolationresulted in potential casesbeing excludedfrom
the data set.

The procedurefor determiningthe CAPE for a casediffers
from that utilized to determine the mean shear and helicity

values (see part 1). One of the reasonsfor the differenceis
that in determiningCAPE, it was often necessaryto consider
the temperature profile through the depth of the entire
troposphere.Also, the thermodynamicpatterns(particularly
for moisture) can be quite complicated in the boundary
layer. These complicationsrequired that proximity soundings be constructed in most cases in order to arrive at a
representativeCAPE value.
2.2.

Surface Parcel Lifted Index (SPLI) Calculations

An estimate of the instability may be obtainedby computing SPLI values.For all of the tornadocasesin which CAPE
was successfullycomputed, SPLI values were also computed. The following method was employedto obtain SPLI
values.

kg-] with abouttwo thirds(64%) of the casesexhibiting
valuesbetween1000and3000J kg-] . The datasetdisplays
seasonaland geographicaldifferencesin the values of CAPE
associated with strong and violent tornado development.
The cold season (November 1 to March 31) cases occur

mostly in the eastern portions of the southernPlains and
Gulf coastalregion(see JDL) and exhibit CAPE values that
are mostly weak to moderate (Figure 2). Ninety-five percent
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Fig. 2.

Scatterdiagram showingthe relationshipbetween convec-

1. Surfacetemperature, dew point, and pressurevalues tive availablepotentialenergy(CAPE) in joules per kilogramand 0near the time and place of the event and representativeof the 2-kmAGL positivewindshear(x 10-3 s-1) for the75 coldseason
air mass from which storm inflow was occurring were
obtained.

2.

A 500-mbar temperature for the time and over the

(November 1 to March 31) tornado cases. Solid curved line is a
suggestedlower limit of combined CAPE/low-level shear value that

would supportthe developmentof strong or violent mesocycloneinduced tornadoes[after Johns et al.,
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of the cold seasoncasesare associatedwith CAPE values of
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lessthan2500J kg-1.
Casesduringthe warm season(May 15 to August31)

generallyoccur farther west and north than the cold season

cases(seeJDL) and exhibita wide rangeof CAPE values,

froma weak500J kg-1 to a strong
5300J kg-l (Figure
3).
The two cases exhibiting CAPE values of less than 1000 J

lOI
)
900

kg-• wereassociated
withtropicalcyclones.
ThelowCAPE

800

....

values in these cases agree with the findingsof McCaul

70(

.

[199!]. The two cases associatedwith warm seasonderechos

,,i I

.

[Johnsand Hirt, 1987]exhibitcharacteristically
highCAPE

values. Despite the wide rangeof values,note that over two
thirds (68%) of the warm season cases are associatedwith

5oo-

findingsof Rasmussenand Wilhelmson[1983].

4oo•

CAPEvalues
of2500J kg-l orgreater.
Thisagrees
withthe
Surfaceparcellifted index(SPLI) valuesalsosuggest
that

strong and violent tornadoes are associated with a wide
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rangeof instability.Values in the JDL data set rangefrom
- 1 to - 14 (Figure 4). However, a largemajorityof the cases
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(72%) are associated with values from -5 to -10.
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3.2.

Bulk Richardson

o

Numbers

Weisman and Kle/np [1982, 1986] have shown that the
type of storm that developsin a given environmentis at least
partially related to a Bulk Richardson Number (BRN) defined as
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Fig. 4. Scatter diagram showing the relationship between surface
parcel lifted index (SPLI) in degrees Celsius and 0- 2-km AGL

helicityin m2 s -2 utilizing the 20R85/30R75 storm motion assump-

tion method for all 242 cases in the data set.
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where B is the buoyant energy (CAPE) for a lifted parcel in
the storm's environment, and U is a measure of the vertical
wind shear through a relatively deep layer (0- 6-km AGL).
Results from numerical modeling experiments and a limited
number of storm observationshave suggestedthat growth of
supercelIsis confined to values of BRN between 10 and 40
[Weisman and Klemp, 1986].
Figure 5 illustrates the range of BRN values associated
with the strong and violent tornadoes in the JDL data set.
Almost one half (47%) of the BRN values are less than 8. The
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of cases diminishes

as the

B RN

values

become

larger, with most casesassociated with values of less than 40
(94%). Theseresultsagree well with the findingsof Riley and
Colquhoun [1990], who also examined a large number of
cases.

The questionarisesas to why there are so many caseswith
very low BRN values. The prevailing theory has been that in
such an environment the very strong shear would inhibit the
CAPE
growth of the updraft, thus not allowing for a deep rotating
Fig. 3. As in Figure 2 exceptfor the 69 warm season(May 15 to convectivecolumn to develop and be sustained. One potenAugust31) tornadocases.The open circlesrepresenttornadocases
tial explanationfor this apparent contradiction may lie with
associatedwith tropical cyclones. The open triangles represent
the nature of the BRN. As pointed out by Weisman and
tornado cases associated with warm season derechos [after Johns et
Klemp [1982] and Lazarus and Droegemeier [1990],
al., 1990].
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RANGE

OF BULK

RICHARDSON

NUMBERS

NR OF CASES

1 supportsthe hypothesisof Doswell et al. Only 10 cases
(32%) appearto be associatedwith •'classic" isolated supercells, while the large majority of cases (68%) appear to be
associatedwith a variety of multicellular systemsincluding
lines, spiral bands, clusters, and bow echoes. These results
suggestthat in strongand violent tornado situations,supercell circulationsassociatedwith complex multicellular con-
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vective structures are quite common.
Recall that the B RN is related to the type of storm
structure that develops in a given situation [Weisman and
Klemp, 1986].The 10-40 range of BRN values that Weisman

•o

•o

<o
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0-7

supercellcirculations.Examination of the radar imagery

(low-elevationreflectivity data) associatedwith the 31 strong
and violent tornadocasesin the data subsetdescribedin part
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Fig. 5. Distributionof Bulk Richardsonnumbers[Weismanand

Klemp, 1982] for all 242 strong and violent tornado cases.

and Klemp have associated with supercell development
applies to isolated convection (i.e., the "classic" isolated
supercell).While an isolated supercell is not likely to develop in an environment with a very low BRN, the larger
multicellular convective structuresdescribed in the previous
paragraphcan be initiated and sustainedin suchan environment by synoptic scale forcing (e.g., a squall line ahead of a
cold front). Once developed, irregularities and differential
movementsin the storm outflow patterns [seeDoswell et al.,
1990, Figure 4] may allow some updrafts to encounter
enhanced inflow and develop rotation. Once rotation is
established, the effect of shear-induced pressure forces
(discussedearlier in this section) can help to sustain this
rotation.

BRN

is a "bulk"

measure of the ambient

shear and does not

accountfor detailed aspectsof the wind profile, particularly 3.3. CAPE and O- 2-kin AGL Positive
low-level curvature. Modeling experiments [Weisman and
Relationship
Klemp, 1984;Brooks and Wilhelmson, 1990; McCaul, 1990]
indicate

that low-level

curvature

shear and storm-relative

helicity interacting with the deeper troposphericshear can
enhance strongly the intensity of an updraft. McCaul's
simulationsof storms in the low-buoyancy environmentsof
tropical cyclonesindicatethat shear-inducedpressureforces
[Rotunno and Klemp, 1982], related at least in part to the
low-level curvature shear, can be up to 3 times as important
as buoyancy in controlling updraft strength. Thereœoreit
appears likely that in many situations where the BRN is a
very low value, the low-level curvature shearplays a crucial
role in helpingto sustaina rotating convective column.
Althoughthe above simulationssuggesthow a supercell
might be maintained in a low BRN environment, there is still
the questionof initial development,or how an updraft can
sustainitself in its earliest stages.Operationalforecasting
experiencesuggestsa possibleexplanationfor this question.

The authors have observed cases where tornado-bearing
supercelIsare associatedwith (or evolve from) complex
convective structures, sometimeson a scale much larger
than the supercellitself. Othershave observedthis type of
storm structure (or evolution) also [e.g., Nolen, 1959;Burgess and Curran, 1985; Jldy, 1990; Moller et al., 1990;
Przyby!inskiet al., 1990]. Further, Doswell et al. [1990] have
proposedthat the "classic" isolated supercellis just one
storm type in a broad range of storm types associatedwith

While

the

BRN

calculations

Wind Shear

involve

the

wind

shear

through a deep layer (0- 6-km AGL), recent interest has
focused on the importance of both the shear and nature of
the hodographin the updraft inflow layer [e.g., Davies, 1989;
Davies-Jones eta!., 1990; JDL]. JDL calculated 0- 2-km
AGL positive wind shear for the purpose of indirectly
estimatingthe rotational potential of the environmentalwind
field (i.e., the strengthof the 0- 2-km AGL positive shear is
related to the range of storm motions that would support
supercell development).
To investigate the relationship of the low-level environmental shear to potential buoyant energy in strong and
violent tornado situations, JDL constructed scatter diagrams. From Figures 2, 3, and 6 it is evident that there is a
pattern to the combinations of 0- 2-km AGL PWS and CAPE
associatedwith strongand violent tornadoes(Figure 6) and

that there are seasonalvariationsin this pattern (Figures 2
and 3). For example,the cold seasoncases(Figure 2), which
occur primarily from the easternportion of the southern
Plainsinto the Gulf coastalregion, are generallyassociated
with the combinationof strong0- 2-km AGL PWS values
and weak to moderate CAPE

values. Therefore

the data

pointsfor cold seasoncasesare concentratedin the upper
left portionof the scatterdiagram.
Whenconsidering
all cases(Figure6), the pattern of

JOHNS

pointssuggests
that progressively
stronger0- 2-km AGL
PWS valuesare associated
with strongandviolenttornado

developmentas the CAPE decreases.In a few caseswhere
thePWS wasvery strong,greaterthan 16 x 10-3 s-• CAPE

valuesaslowas200-300J kg-• wereobserved.
At theother
extreme,in situations
wherethe CAPE wasgreaterthan

4000J kg-• , strong
andviolenttornadoes
havebeenassociatedwithPWSvalues
aslowas6 x 10-3 s-• . Despite
the
widerangeof valuesthereappears
to beanoptimum
range
of 0- 2-kmAGL PWS valuesassociated
with strongand
violenttornadodevelopment
for any particularCAPE value.

Further,JDL haveshownthatfor violenttornadoes
(F4 and
F5 intensity)shearvaluesare generallyin the highertwo

thirdsof any givenoptimumrange.
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3.4. CAPE and Helicity Relationship

A

Helicity hasbecomean importantparameterfor evaluat-

300

[e.g., Davies-Jones et al., 1990]. To calculate storm-relative
helicity a storm motion vector is needed. On the basisof the
actual storm motions and the associated environmental
conditionsfrom a 31-casedata subset,a methodfor assum-

200

ingthe rotational
potentialof air in the storminflowlayer

100

o

•
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proposed(see part 1). This method assumesa storm motion
of 20R85 (see part 1 for notation) for caseswhere the 0-6-km
and a motion of 30R75 for cases where the 0- 6-km AGL

o

• .................

0

ing the storm motionsfrom precursorconditionshas been

AGL meanwindspeeds
aregreaterthan30knots(15m s-1)

•

1000
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CAPE

Fig. 7. Scatter diagram showingthe combinationsof convective
availablepotentialenergy_
(CAPE) injoules per kilogramand 0- 2-km

mean wind speedsare of lesserintensity.Althoughthis AGL helicityin m2 s-2 utilizingobservedstormmotionsfor a
31-casedata subset.Open circles represent violent tornadoes(F4F5). All squares(solid and hatched) representcaseswhere the 06-km AGL meanwind speedis equal to or lessthan 30 knots (15 m

SHEAR

s-I). Triangles
andhatched
squares
represent
casesin whichthe

associatedsupercell moves faster than the 0- 6-kin AGL mean wind
speed.
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method for assumingstorm motions appears to be rather
"crude," it does representa refinementover applyinga
singleassumeddeviation,suchas 30R75 [Maddox, 1976].
On the basis of the findings in part 1, the authors have
chosento constructandcomparescatterdiagramsdisplaying
combinationsof CAPE and helicity using the following
criteria:(1) 0- 2-km AGL helicity usingthe observedstorm
motionsfor the 3l-casedata subset,(2) 0- 3-kmAGL helicity
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using the observed storm motions for the 31-case data

."

subset, (3) 0- 2-km AGL helicity using the 20R85/30R75

'--

.'.

storm motion assumptionmethod for the 242-caseJDL data

set, and (4) 0- 3-km AGL helicity using the 20R85/30R75
storm motion assumptionmethod for the 242-caseJDL data
set.

Althoughthe datasampleis not large,the scatterdiagram
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Fig. 6. As in Figure2 exceptfor all 242casesin the dataset[after
Johnset al., 1990].

(Figure 7) depicting the combinations of 0- 2-km AGL
helicity using observed storm motion and CAPE for the 31

subsetcasesdisplaysa patternthat is qualitativelysimilarto

the pattern for combinations of 0- 2-km AGL PWS and

CAPEfor the242JDL cases(Figure6). Thereis a tendency
for casesexhibitingstrongvaluesof low-levelhelicityto
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Since a number of researchers have used 0- 3-km AGL
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as

the approximateinflow layer, a scatter diagram similar to
Figure 8 has been prepared (not shown) with the only
differencebeingthat helicity has been computedusingthe 03-km AGL layer. The scatter diagram patterns for both
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assumed inflow layers (0- 2-km and 0- 3-km AGL) are
similar.

The four casesassociatedwith tropical cyclones (indicated by crossesin Figure 8) tend to have relatively low values
of both CAPE and helicity, resultingin the points residingin
the lower left portion of the scatter diagram (one case in

600

particular is far below the other points). The fact that
tropicalcyclonetornadocasesnormally are associatedwith
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However, the reason for the accompanying low helicity
--i.......................
•
valuesin Figure 8 is unclear. It may be related to the vertical
:
0
I
distributionof helicity (helicity density) and the depth of the
effectiveinflow layer [McCaul, 1991] (also see part 1). Also,
there is a possibilitythat the motions of tornadic storms in
tropicalcyclonesituationsare estimatedpoorly by the storm
motion assumptionsutilized to compute helicity.
4000

5000

3.5.

SPLI and Helicity

Figure 4 is a scatterdiagramdepictingthe combinationsof
SPLI and 0- 2-km AGL helicity utilizing the 20R85/30R75
Fig. 8. Scatter diagram showing the combinations of convective storm motion assumptionsfor all 242 cases in the JDL data
available potentialenergy (CAPE) injoules per kilogramand 0- 2-kin set. The pattern is very similar to that for when CAPE is
AGL hellcityin m2 s-2 utilizingthe 20R85/30R75
stormmotion
assumptionsfor the 242 casesin the JDL data set. All triangles(open used as the instability parameter (Figure 8). The slightly
and solid) represent cases in which the assumed storm motion is greaterscatteringof points in Figure 4 is probably a result of
30R75, while the assumed storm motion for the remainder of the
the SPLI being a less precise method of estimating instabilcasesis 20R85. The open circlesand open trianglesrepresentviolent ity. Nevertheless, Figure 4 appears to have value for the
tornadoes (F4-F5). The crosses represent cases associated with
operationalforecaster who is computing SPLi values on an
tropical cyclones.
hourly basis and does not have access to the finerCAPE

incremented

model forecasts of CAPE.

associatedwith environmentscharacterizedby weak buoy4.
DISCUSSION
ancy, and vice versa. A scatterdiagram(not shown)depicting 0- 3-km AGL helicity for the 31 subsetcasesis very
From the JDL data set it has been determined that strong
similar to Figure 7.
and violent tornadoesare associatedwith an extremely wide
In Figure 7, note that those casesin the subsetwhich are range of potential buoyant energy (CAPE) values. Most of
associatedwith the weakest0- 6-km AGL meanwinds(equal the caseswith low valuesof CAPE occur duringthe cooler
to or lessthan30knots(15m s-l) anddepicted
assolidand monthsof the year and almost always are associatedwith

hatchedsquares)are alsoassociated
with very highvaluesof
CAPE. This impliesthat supercell-induced
strongand violent tornadoesoccurringin a weakwindenvironment
usually
are associatedwith very strongto extremeinstability.
When the 20R85/30R75storm motion assumptions
for
computinghelicity are applied to all 242 casesin the JDL
data set, the resultantscatterdiagramdepictingcombinations of 0- 2-km AGL helicity and CAPE (Figure8) has a

dynamic weather systemsand strong troposphericwind

fields (and wind shear). A few others with low CAPE values
are associatedwith tropical cyclones.Both of these environments result in very low Bulk Richardson Number (BRN)
values.As a result,whenall strongand violenttornadoesare
considered, almost half are associated with a BRN of less

than8. Until recently,the generalperceptionhasbeen that
the BRN associated
with supercelldevelopmentshouldfit
strongsimilarity to the one for 0- 2-km AGL PWS and CAPE into a certainrange,generallybetween10 and40. However,
(Figure 6). A progressivelyhigherrange of valuesfor both theresultsof thisstudy(andtheoneby RileyandColquhoun
helicity and PWS is associatedwith strong and violent [1990])suggest
thatwhilethe BRN hasutility in determining
tornadodevelopmentas the CAPE decreases.However, the whentheinitiationof isolatedsupercelIs
is possible,it is not
rate of changeappearsto be more gradualin the case of a gooddiscriminator
for supercelldevelopment
in general.
helicity and CAPE.
Thisis particularlysofor strongshear/lowbuoyancy
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tions(BRNfrom0 to 8), whichneedto berecognized
more

others of the NSSFC computer staff in assemblingthe massivedata

The importanceof low-levelpositiveshear(PWS)and
helicityin strongandviolenttornadodevelopment
hasbeen

NWSTC; Ken Howard, NSSL, ERL; Mike Ryba, WSO DDC; and
Joe Schaefer, SSD, Central Region, NWS, for their help with this
project and Deborah Haynes for helping with manuscript prepara-

widely as havingpotentialfor supercell-induced
tornadoes. set for this study. The authors also wish to thank Bill Henry,
discussedin part 1. When the combinationsof these wind

parameters
with CAPE are considered,
a definitepattern
emerges.
In caseswherethevaluesof CAPEareveryhigh,
the associated
PWS valuesare usuallyrelativelylow. Generallyhighervaluesof PWSare associated
with strongand
violent tornado development as the CAPE decreases. At

verylow CAPE values,casesare associated
withrelatively
high values of PWS. For any particularCAPE value there

appearsto be a rangeof PWS valuesthat is optimumfor
strongand violent tornado development.

The relationship
betweenCAPE andhelicityin strongand

violent tornado developmentis similar to that for CAPE and

PWS. That is, generallyhighervaluesof helicityare associated with strong and violent tornadoes as the CAPE decreases. If it is assumed that most tornadoes in the data set

are associatedwith supercelIs,then it can be statedthat for
any particular CAPE value there appearsto be a rangeof

hellcity valuesthat is optimumfor inducingstrongrotation
and low-level mesocyclonesin supercellstorms (as suggested by Lazarus and Droegemeier [1990]).

The fact that there is considerable scatter on the PWS/

CAPE and helicity/CAPE diagramsemphasizesthat there
are other factors involved in supercell-inducedtornado
development. One of these factors is the downdraft circula-

tions affectingthe supercell.It generallyis acceptedthat ff a
supercell is to produce a mesocyclone-associatedtornado,
the development of a sufficiently strongrear flank downdraft
(RFD) is necessary.The strengthof the rear flank downdraft
is dependent on conditions, particularly relative humidity, in
its middle level source region.

tions.
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